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Abstract
The physical properties of polycrystalline materials depend on their
microstructure, which is the nano-to-centimeter-scale arrangement of phases
and defects in their interior. Such microstructure depends on the shape,
crystallographic phase and orientation, and interfacing of the grains
constituting the material. This article presents a new non-destructive 3D
technique to study bulk samples with sizes in the cm range with a resolution of
hundred micrometers: time-of-flight three-dimensional neutron diffraction (ToF
3DND). Compared to existing analogous X-ray diffraction techniques, ToF 3DND
enables studies of samples that can be both larger in size and made of heavier
elements. Moreover, ToF 3DND facilitates the use of complicated sample
environments. The basic ToF 3DND setup, utilizing an imaging detector with
high spatial and temporal resolution, can easily be implemented at a
time-of-flight neutron beamline. The technique was developed and tested with
data collected at the Materials and Life Science Experimental Facility of the
Japan Proton Accelerator Complex (J-PARC) for an iron sample. We
successfully reconstructed the shape of 108 grains and developed an indexing
procedure. The reconstruction algorithms have been validated by
reconstructing two stacked Co-Ni-Ga single crystals, and by comparison with a
grain map obtained by post-mortem electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).
Introduction
Polycrystalline materials, abundant in nature and among man-made objects,
are aggregates of grains joined by a network of internal interfaces. The
macroscopic properties of these materials are mostly defined by their
microstructure and by micro-structural processes. Consequently, to understand
the behavior of such a material, it is crucial to probe its internal structures,
which range over a number of length scales [5].
Standard tools in metallography, such as optical and electron micrography,
return information limited to the microstructure of a sample surface, which
may not be representative of the bulk material [4, 10]. These techniques require
extensive sample preparation and can return 3D sample reconstructions only by
repeatedly removing a layer of material and characterizing the surface
beneath [2, 47]. Such processes are destructive and cannot be applied in situ,
e.g. to map structural changes during loading.
In the last twenty years, various nondestructive techniques have emerged to
study 3D shape and orientation of the grains composing polycrystalline
materials. At first, techniques employing X-rays were developed:
three-dimensional X-ray diffraction microscopy (3DXRD), diffraction contrast
tomography (DCT) and high energy X-ray diffraction (HEDM) [16, 25,38].
3DXRD, DCT and HEDM allow investigation of micrometer- to millimeter-sized
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samples with resolutions ranging from tens of nanometers to micrometers.
More recently, neutron diffraction contrast tomography (nDCT) has been
developed to study, at continuous neutron sources, millimeter-scale samples [23].
In nDCT, the sample is illuminated with a continuous, polychromatic neutron
beam, and the diffracted signal is collected in backscattering Laue mode. The
number and size of the grains that can be reconstructed using nDCT is limited
by diffraction spots overlapping and blurring, which set a minimum grain size
of 1 mm for a mosaicity of 0.1-0.2◦ [23]. Despite providing a lower resolution
than their X-ray counterparts, neutron imaging techniques have the advantage
of being able to probe the bulk of millimeter-to centimeter sized samples.
Moreover, the higher penetration capabilities of neutrons compared to X-rays
are particularly important for engineering materials.
Here we present time-of-flight three-dimensional neutron diffraction (ToF
3DND). Compared with X-ray techniques, ToF 3DND allows to study larger
samples and, through its ability to profit from pulsed spallation sources, has
the potential to improve the resolution for neutron techniques in both space
and in time. ToF 3DND utilizes a conventional imaging geometry in
time-of-flight mode, providing intrinsic neutron energy resolution that enables
the reconstruction of the 3D shape and orientation of the grains composing
polycrystalline materials. The approach recalls the direct-beam X-ray DCT
technique developed by Ludwig et al. [16]. ToF 3DND can be implemented both
at dedicated ToF imaging beamlines and at ToF neutron diffractometers. In the
latter case, the simultaneously available diffraction data may add significant
information about individual grain strain states, mosaicity or twinning.
Principle
The attenuation of a neutron beam through a sample is the mechanism
enabling transmission imaging. The attenuation by a specific material can be
described by the linear attenuation coefficient Σ, which depends on the density
N of the involved nuclei and on their absorption and scattering cross sections,
σa and σs [6]
Σ = N(σa + σs) (1)
The total scattering cross section σs is a sum of the different elastic and the
inelastic contributions, both consisting of a coherent (σela) and incoherent
(σinela) part. In the range of cold and thermal neutrons, generally used for
neutron imaging and diffraction since their wavelengths match the crystal
lattice distance, for many crystalline materials the attenuation coefficient is
dominated by the coherent elastic scattering cross section.
For a single bound nucleus, the total coherent scattering cross section can be
written as σcoh = 4pib
2
n, with bn being the bound coherent scattering length.
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For crystals, which consist of a matrix of specifically ordered nuclei, the
significant part of the cross section takes the form
σcoh,ela(τ) =
4pi3N
k2V0
τ<2k∑
τ
1
τ
|F (τ)|2 (2)
where V0 and F (τ) are the unit cell volume and the structure factor,
respectively, with τ = 2pi/d being the length of the reciprocal lattice vector
relating to the lattice spacing d, k = 2pi/λ is the modulus of the wavevector and
λ is the wavelength. Using the Miller indices (hkl), Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
σcoh,ela(λ) =
λ2N
2V0
∑
hkl
|Fhkl|2dhkl, (3)
Eq. (2) is derived for a crystalline powder by averaging over a large number of
crystallites with random isotropic orientation distribution. It hence integrates
over all crystal orientations which fulfill, for a given wavelength λ, the Bragg
condition
nλ = 2d sin θ (4)
In diffraction, the associated Debye-Scherrer cones are described by the delta
function δ(1− τ2
2k2
− cos θ), which defines the characteristic cross section for
powder-like samples with specific Bragg edge patterns in transmission.
For a single crystal, only one orientation has to be taken into account, and the
elastic coherent scattering cross section changes to
σcoh,ela(τ, k) =
(2pi)3N
2V0kτ
∑
τ
|F (τ)|2δ(τ 2 − 2kτ sin θ) (5)
where the delta function represents the Bragg equation. The cross section is
different from zero only when the Bragg condition is fulfilled, that is for the
incoming wavelengths
λ =
2pi
k
=
4pi
τ
sin θ (6)
Contrary to the powder case, where the Bragg edge pattern in the
wavelength-dependent cross section is independent of the sample orientation, in
the single crystal case the cross section displays discrete Bragg peaks at
distinct wavelengths, which depend on the orientation of the crystal with
respect to the beam. For textured materials with powder-type diffraction
patterns, an angle-dependent additional factor, derived from the corresponding
orientation distribution function (ODF) of all crystallites in the sample, has to
be added [31].
In diffraction, a sample consisting of a large number of grains can be
considered a powder when the beam size is much larger than the average grain
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Figure 1. Experimental ToF 3DND setup. The sample is illuminated by a
time-of-flight neutron beam and an imaging detector is installed in transmission
geometry. When, at a sample rotation angle ω, a grain satisfies the Bragg
condition, a region of missing intensity (extinction spot) is visible in transmission.
The diffracted beam forms a bright diffraction spot . In the plot, the laboratory,
sample and detector reference systems are denoted by (Xl, Yl, Zl), (Xs, Ys, Zs)
and (Yd, Zd) respectively. While the 3D shape of the grains can be reconstructed
using extinction spots only, uniquely determining their orientation requires
considering also the location of the diffraction spots. In real space, this position
is determined by the direction of the diffraction vector LLab, which connects
the centre of mass (CM) of the grain, located by xl, with the centre of mass of
the related diffraction spot. The relationship between xl and the position, in
the laboratory reference system, of the centre of mass xd of the diffraction spot
on the detector plane is xd = xl + LLab · s.
size, while in transmission it is the spatial resolution that has to be much larger
than the grain size. When the grain size is of the order of the spatial resolution,
the sample is classified as a polycrystal, and the shape and orientation of the
grains can in principle be reconstructed directly and in 3D from a tomographic
scan. In this case, the transmission signal can be expressed using a sum of
discrete single crystal cross sections, and the number of observed Bragg peaks
increases correspondingly to the number n of grains intersected by the
beam [30]
σcoh,ela(λ) =
∑
n
(2pi)3N
2V0kτ
∑
hkl
|Fhkl|2δ(τ 2 − 2kτ sin θn,hkl) (7)
If the sample consists of both polycrystal regions and powder-like regions, the
measured cross section will be a sum of the cross sections given by Eq. (2) and
Eq. (7).
When a grain in a polycrystalline sample satisfies the Bragg condition, the
contribution to the attenuation signal is strong enough that missing intensity
regions (extinction spots) become visible in transmission mode with sufficient
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wavelength resolution (see Fig. 1). In the approach presented in this article,
the 3D shape and the orientation of the grains within a given sample are
calculated from the distribution of the corresponding extinction and diffraction
spots among the frames collected by the transmission detector at different
rotation angles of the sample and wavelengths.
The extinction and diffraction spots are located by considering their signature
in the transmission measurements, i.e. the “Bragg peaks” in the wavelength
and angle dependent scattering cross section. Reconstruction of the individual
grains in 3D is possible by using a broad wavelength range, and rotating the
specimen to perform a tomographic sampling. Furthermore, indexing and
orientation mapping of the individual grains can be determined by correlation
of the extinction spots from the near field detector data. Good wavelength
resolution over the broad wavelength band provides a large number of peaks,
each contributing to the spatially resolved cross section.
Experimental
Setup at J-PARC
To collect information on the shape and location of the extinction spots, and
on the wavelength where they are collected, a time-of-flight neutron beam is
used [3]. With such a beam, the kinetic energy (and thus the wavelength) of a
traveling neutron can be calculated by the time it takes him to fly between two
fixed points whose distance is known.
The neutron experiments were conducted at beamline BL18, the single crystal
ToF diffractometer SENJU, of the MLF of J-PARC, a short pulse neutron
source [20,22]. Data were acquired with the source operating respectively at
300 kW (Fe sample) and at 200 kW (Co-Ni-Ga sample). The instrument was
chosen for its good wavelength resolution and large bandwidth. The short
pulse combined with a moderator-to-detector distance of 34.8 m and the 25 Hz
source frequency enables a wavelength resolution of 0.3% over a range of 4 A˚
(between 0.4 and 4.4 A˚), selected by two bandwidth choppers.
ToF 3DND measurements require installing a high resolution ToF imaging
detector [42], referred to as the transmission detector , placed a few centimeters
behind the sample. The detector employs a microchannel plate (MCP) with an
active area of 28×28 mm2, corresponding to 512×512 pixels, each with 55 µm
size. The detector, suited for count rates of > 10 MHz in ToF mode, and up to
GHz in counting mode, provides approximately 100 µm intrinsic spatial
resolution, paired with < 1µs time resolution, which makes it well suited for a
wide range of neutron ToF imaging applications [37, 39,40]. The transmission
data were recorded using the Pixelman software package [43]. The
experimental geometry is sketched in Fig. 1.
As a reference sample we used an ultrapure (99.98% purity) iron cylinder, 5
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cm long and 1 cm in diameter. The iron sample was obtained from a rod
purchased from Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd. (Huntingdon, England), cold
worked, cut, vacuum-sealed in quartz-glass capsules and heat treated at 900◦ C
for 20 days to grow grains with size in the hundred of microns to millimeter
range. The ToF 3DND algorithms were cross-checked using a
cobalt-nickel-gallium (Co-Ni-Ga) sample, consisting of two stacked
single-crystal cubes with a size of 4 mm [44]. With its very simple arrangement
of the grains, the Co-Ni-Ga sample serves as a good validation of the indexing
procedure.
The transmission detector recorded projections over 54 rotation angles over
180◦, with an exposure time of 1 hour per projection. For a given projection,
data were recorded in ToF histogram mode [21] relative to the neutron trigger
pulse with the full ToF range of 36.35 ms, split into 2423 bins of 12.8 µs.
Measures were complemented by acquiring datasets with no sample in the
beam (open beam), both before and after imaging the sample. Due to the long
sample exposure, variations of the detection efficiency are expected for the
transmission detector.
Electron backscatter diffraction
After being studied using ToF 3DND, the Fe sample was sliced longitudinally
and radially into four pieces and the longitudinal surfaces were polished and
imaged using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) [34]. The measurements were performed on a FEI (part of
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) Nova NanoLab 600 microscope
equipped with a Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA) e−FlashHD EBSD detector. The
data analysis was performed using CrystAlign by Bruker (Billerica, MA, USA),
and TSL OIM AnalysisTM software by EDAX (Mahwah, NJ, USA).
Methods
Grain shape and juxtaposition
The approach used to reconstruct the 3D shape and juxtaposition of the grains
within a sample combines ordinary and new procedures. While the
pre-processing and 3D reconstruction procedures are fairly standard [36], most
of the data processing solutions are tailored for ToF 3DND. The presented
approach, developed for the Fe sample, was used in a simplified version for the
Co-Ni-Ga sample.
Data analysis algorithms were developed using MATLAB and Image Processing
Toolbox Release 2016a, The MathWorks, Inc. (Natick, MA, USA). Basic image
processing was performed using FIJI [32] and Adobe Photoshop by Adobe
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Figure 2. Image processing for extinction spots segmentation. The multiplica-
tive rotational filter Murofi (to be published in a separate article) was developed
to locate extinction spots in transmission images collected using a ToF beam.
(a) Raw image collected studying the Fe sample. (b) a after pre-processing.
(c) b after being filtered using Murofi. (d) c binarized using a threshold value.
In c and d, only the sample region is shown.
System (San Jose, CA, USA). Grain structures were rendered in 3D using
Paraview [1].
The image datasets acquired by the transmission detector were pre-processed
using a dead-time correction algorithm [41], and normalized by the relative
open beam and using a rolling median. Pre-processed images were then refined
using the multiplicative rotational filter Murofi (to be published in a separate
article), specifically developed to segment weak extinction spots with varying
shape and intensity in transmission images. For a given grain, the
heterogeneity of the shapes is due to the fact that, for a given projection, the
corresponding extinction spots are observed in a number of wavelength
intervals, with continuously changing shape around a Bragg peak. This
spreading, visible with the chosen temporal resolution, is ultimately due to
resolution effects and to the mosaicity of the grains, estimated from EBSD to be
less than 2◦. In the present work, we therefore integrate over the full Bragg
peak. Resolving the local mosaicity is a natural extension of the methodology.
After being filtered and binarized (see Fig. 2), the projections are processed to
select the extinction spots. As a result of the spreading over ToF, spots related
to different grains may overlap, which makes small grains harder to identify
and to reconstruct than big ones, because their extinction spots are more easily
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covered. For a sample composed of both small and big grains, such as the Fe
sample, extinction spots are processed in separate groups, each covering a
different range of area (A) values. In the Fe case, extinction spots are divided
in four groups, depending on their area: between 100 and 500 pixels, between
100 and 1000 pixels, between 100 and 2000 pixels, and greater than 1000 pixels.
To avoid missing grains, there is a partial overlap between the different area
intervals. Grouping the extinction spots is not necessary when the investigated
sample is made of grains with similar size, as in the Co-Ni-Ga case.
Grain sorting
For each projection, it is necessary to group extinction spots recorded at
different wavelengths that are related to the same grain. Spots are grouped by
similarity, using a criterion built on morphological operations (see
Supplementary Fig. S1) [29, 35]. Similar spots are combined and possible
duplicates (with centre of mass very close) merged. For each grain, the final
combination of the related extinction spots is considered as the best estimate of
its projected shape at a given rotation angle.
When a sample is illuminated by a neutron beam and rotated around its
vertical axis, the centre of mass of the extinction spots related to a given grain
(corresponding, roughly, to the projection of the centre of mass of the grain)
moves along a horizontal line on the detector plane ydzd (see Fig. 1). This
trajectory corresponds to a sinusoid in the ydzdω-space, with ω being the
rotation angle. Extinction spots are divided in groups considering the
distribution of their centers of mass in the ydzdω-space: in that space, spots
related to the same grain have centre of mass distributed around the same
sinusoid. On the detector plane, the sinusoids are straight lines parallel to the
Yd-axis. To account for different sinusoids, a rolling window sweeps the Zd-axis.
For each interval, the Hough transform [8,12] is used to calculate the
corresponding sinusoids in the ydω-plane.
For a given grain with centre of mass r0 =
(
xCM
yCM
zCM
)
in the sample reference
system, the centre of mass rd =
(
xd
yd
zd
)
in the detector reference system is given
by rd = Ωr0, where Ω is the left-handed rotation matrix around the z-axis by
an angle ω
Ω =
 cosω sinω 0− sinω cosω 0
0 0 1
 (8)
which is the transformation from the sample reference system to the
laboratory reference system.
As the sample rotates, the curve described on the detector surface by the
centre of mass of the grain is defined by the equations
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yd = −xCM sinω + yCM cosω = R · cos(ω + α) (9)
zd = zCM (10)
with R =
√
x2CM + y
2
CM . ω and α are, respectively, the sample rotation angle
at which a given projection has been collected and the angle, in the sample
reference system, describing the position of the centre of mass of the grain in
the xsys-plane using polar coordinates. To group the centre of mass points, we
selected a region around the calculated yd = R · cos(ω + α) curves. The
parameters R and α are returned by the Hough transform, which represents
points in the ωyd-space as curves in the Rα-space.
3D reconstruction
Once the extinction spots related to a given grain are grouped, the 3D shape of
the grain can be reconstructed by back-projection. Different grain shapes are
reconstructed separately and then assembled in a unique volume. If the
extinction spots are divided in a number of size intervals and separately
processed, several partial reconstructions are obtained. These are combined in
a final reconstruction using a Russian-doll-like approach: if a grain is contained
within a larger grain, it is considered part of it. If two grains from different
reconstructions partially overlap, they are considered as a single entity if the
centre of mass of one is positioned inside the volume of the other.
The top of the Fe sample contains a large powder-like region made of
crystallites with random orientations, probably due to oxidation effects of the
oxygen trapped when sealing the quartz capsules. While the grains give
transmission contrast only for certain (ω, λ) combinations, the powder-like
region has a fingerprint that is recorded at all ω and λ: being formed by
randomly oriented crystallites, for each (ω, λ) combination there is a number of
crystallites which satisfy the Bragg condition. As a consequence, the
powder-like region gives a contrast that cannot be given by the grains, and its
reconstruction complements the reconstruction of the grains.
The powder-like volume is reconstructed by adding, for each projection, all
normalized images, rescaling the sum and applying an inverse Radon
transform [26,27]. The resulting images are then combined in a 3D volume by
backprojection. The powder-like region is included in the final reconstruction
in a way which preserves the shape of the grains. The uncertainty in the
reconstruction of the powder-like volume is due to the limited number of
considered projections (48). The partial and final reconstructions of the iron
sample are shown in Fig. 3. The reconstructed powder-like region well fits with
the portion of the reconstructed sample containing no grains and it confirms
the powder-like region observed in the EBSD measurements (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 3. Partial and final reconstructions of the Fe sample investigated at
SENJU. (a-d) To reconstruct both small and big grains, extinction spots were
divided in four size intervals and processed separately. Four 3D reconstructions
are obtained by backprojection: a for spots with an area between 100 and 500
pixels, b for spots with an area between 100 and 1000 pixels, c for spots with
an area between 100 and 2000 pixels, and d for spots with an area greater than
1000 pixels. In each reconstruction, different grains are shown in different colors.
(e) The final reconstruction, obtained by combining the partial reconstructions,
consists of 108 grains, each represented in a different color. The upper part
of the sample includes a large powder-like region, probably due to oxidation
effects occurred during the sample heating treatment. The powder-like region
is reconstructed using an inverse Radon transform.
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Figure 4. Validation of the ToF 3DND shape reconstruction algorithms. A
vertical slice of the 3D reconstruction of the Fe sample is compared with the
2D map obtained by electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) after cutting
the sample in two both longitudinally and radially. (a) EBSD map of a vertical
sample slice (half length), with different orientations (and thus grains) shown in
different colors. A powder-like region is visible at the top-right of the slice. (b)
Corresponding slice from the ToF 3DND reconstruction, where the powder-like
volume was added in a way to preserve the shape of the grains. The ID number
of each grain is indicated. (c) EBSD map with, superimposed, the perimeter
of the grains from the 3DND reconstruction. The outline of the grains from
b is plotted in yellow and, in the upper part, the outline of the powder-like
region, reconstructed without preserving the shape of the grains, is shown in
white. While the EBSD map in a shows the raw data, the one in c shows, for
each grain, the average orientation. In c, both powder-like and non-measured
regions are shown in black.
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Figure 5. Grain indexing based on extinction spots distribution. The images
show the raw (a) and fitted (b) distribution, in the ωλ-plane, of the extinction
spots belonging to one of the grains in the investigated iron sample. ω is the
sample rotation angle and λ is the centre of the neutron wavelength interval
in which a given extinction spot is visible. (b) Determining the equation of
the curves along which the points are distributed is the first step to find the
orientation of the corresponding grain. Different curves are related to different
hkl families.
Grain orientation
The procedure developed to calculate the crystallographic orientation of the
grains (indexing) is based on fitting the distribution of the center of mass of
the extinction spots in the ωλ-plane.
In the ωλ-plane, extinction spots are distributed along multiple curves (see
Fig. 5). Such a distribution can be fitted by using a forward model which
calculates the curves in the ωλ-space. The grain orientation is the orientation
that minimizes the distance of the curves from the experimental values. The
starting equations are Eq. (6), Bragg’s law, and the diffraction equation [25]
G =
d
2pi
ΩUBh (11)
where |G| = 1, d = λ/2pi is the spacing between the lattice planes, Ω is the
left-hand rotation matrix, U is the orientation matrix, h =
(
h
k
l
)
and B is the
matrix transforming the hkl lattice into reciprocal space.
Combining Eq. (4) and Eq. (11), it is possible to write the functions of the
fitting curves
λ(ω) = − 4pi|Bh|2 (A cosω +B sinω) (12)
where the coefficients A and B, constant for a given hkl family, are functions
of the elements of U and of Bh. For more details, see Supplementary Sec. S2.
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Indexing procedure
Eq. (12) returns, for a number of possible orientations Ui, the relative functions
λi(ω) for a number of chosen hkl sets. Different λi(ω) curves are tested to fit
the distribution of points in the ωλ-space, applying a forward model, and the
orientation which best fits the experimental values is chosen. The procedure is
outlined in detail in the Supplementary Sec. S3. An efficient way to test all
possible orientations is to sample the fundamental zone of the Rodrigues space,
which for the cubic crystal system is a truncated cube of size
2 · (√2− 1) [7, 11,19]. The selected orientation can be iteratively refined by
sampling, with smaller steps, a selected volume in the fundamental zone built
around the previously identified orientation vector.
Since data are acquired using only one rotation axis, a two-fold ambiguity
exists in the determination of the crystallographic orientation (see
Supplementary Sec. S4). This ambiguity can be solved by considering the
position of the diffraction spots that are recorded on the transmission detector
in forward direction.
Let us introduce the two vectors Gr and L. Gr is the reciprocal vector and L
is the direction, in the laboratory reference system, of the diffraction vector in
real space (see Fig. 1). The vectors are defined as [33]
Gr = Ω−1G (13)
LLab = ΩL = Ω(2G
r + Ω−1|1) (14)
with G = λ
4pi
ΩUBh, as presented in Eq. (11).
For a given grain with known centre of mass position, LLab dictates the
position of the related diffraction spot on the detector plane as a function of U
and hkl (see Fig. 1). Considering the limited portion of diffraction spots
collected by the transmission detector, the orientation of a grain can be
uniquely determined by fitting the experimental data using LLab (see Fig. 6).
Results
Fig. 3 shows, in 3D, the internal structure of the Fe sample investigated using
ToF 3DND. The sample consists of 108 grains, with volume ranging from
1.49 · 10−2 mm3 to 59.1 mm3, and a large powder-like volume. The data
acquisition setup did not allow to locate enough diffraction spots to uniquely
determine the orientation of the grains. This limitation can be overcome by
partially masking the incoming beam, to illuminate the sample only and reduce
the background from the direct beam, or by introducing a second rotation axis
perpendicular to the Zs-axis.
When studying the Co-Ni-Ga sample it was possible to localize the collected
diffraction spots and thus to uniquely determine the orientation of the two
14
Figure 6. Determination of the grain orientations using diffraction spots. For
the Co-Ni-Ga sample, it was possible to uniquely define the orientation of the
grains by using the position of the related diffraction spots on the detector. (a)
Image recorded illuminating the Co-Ni-Ga sample, with a visible diffraction
spot. (b) Distribution of the detected extinction spots (in red) as a function of
the sample rotation angle ω and of the wavelength λ. The distribution was well
fitted for the hkl values -1-12 and 0-11, each related to a different grain. The
points of the fitting curves are shown in blue. (c) Using the predicted positions
of the diffraction spots on the MCP detector (determined by xd, see Fig. 1),
it was possible to fit the experimental values (in green) and thus to uniquely
define the orientation of the grains. The fitting curves are relative to the hkl
values 1-12 and 0-11.
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grains the sample is made of. To check the validity of the grain orientations,
they were compared with the results of EBSD. The agreement between the
different methods of calculating the grain orientation is measured by
considering the misorientation between the grains (φmin), defined as
φmin = min
i
[
arccos
(
Tr(U1EiU
′
2)− 1
2
)]
(15)
where U1 and U2 are orientation matrices related to different grains, Tr is the
matrix trace and Ei are the space group generators, i.e. the symmetry
operators of a given crystalline structure [28]. From the ToF 3DND data, the
misorientation is 40◦, and from the EBSD data it is 40.5◦, using Bunge’s
convention [17]. Considering that the uncertainty from the EBSD measurements
is between 1◦ and 2◦, the agreement between the two misorientation values is
good. This validates the developed indexing method.
The algorithms developed to reconstruct the shape of the grains were
cross-checked by comparing the outline of the grains returned by post-mortem
EBSD with the perimeter of the grains in the related vertical slice of the 3D
sample reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 4. The two maps show good
agreement. In the EBSD grain map, part of the sample shows a powder-like
structure, which corresponds to the powder-like region added by conventional
reconstruction to the ToF 3DND grain map. Moreover, the reconstruction
algorithms developed for the Fe sample are also verified by reconstructing the
shape and juxtaposition of the two grains composing the Co-Ni-Ga sample.
Supplementary Fig. S3 shows two grain maps of the Co-Ni-Ga sample,
respectively obtained using ToF 3DND and EBSD.
Discussion and conclusion
ToF 3DND is a new, nondestructive, 3D neutron imaging technique that can
return information on both the shape and orientation of the grains in
polycrystalline materials. ToF 3DND is particularly adapted to studies of
samples that cannot be studied by X-ray methods due, for example, to large
dimensions and high X-ray attenuation, e.g., centimeter-sized metallic
specimens containing grains in the hundreds of microns to millimeter scale. ToF
3DND also has advantages over another recent neutron-diffraction based
imaging approach, namely nDCT, in that it has less limitations in terms of the
number and size of the grains (nDCT is limited by diffraction spots overlapping
and blurring, which set a minimum grain size of 1 mm for a mosaicity of
0.1-0.2◦) [23]. In fact, ToF 3DND allows 10 times more grains to be resolved
than any earlier 3D neutron diffraction approach and with better spatial
resolution. This performance is possible by adding relatively little additional
equipment to a time-of-flight neutron beamline, involving only an imaging
detector with high spatial and temporal resolution.
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In this article we have outlined the ToF 3DND technique and demonstrated its
application with the successful reconstruction of 108 grains in a sample of iron,
which was validated by comparison with a grain map obtained by EBSD.
Furthermore, we uniquely determined the orientation of two grains composing
a Co-Ni-Ga sample, as confirmed by EBSD. These developments open up
possibilities to investigate other polycrystalline materials that could not be
studied with previously available techniques. By correlating information from
ToF 3DND and from recently developed tools for microstructure analysis of
mosaic crystals [18], it will be possible to visualize in 3D how lattice
parameters, mosaicity, extinction factors and crystal orientation vary across a
sample. ToF 3DND could also be used to study geological samples or to
investigate the formation of meteorites. As a non-destructive approach, ToF
3DND will enable in-situ, time-resolved studies of multi-grain structures under
external forces (e.g. loading) and might be used to analyze force chains in
granular materials [9, 13, 24, 45]. Combining ToF 3DND with neutron Bragg-edge
tomography or polarized neutron imaging of magnetic domains [14,46] would
pave the way for a new generation of multidimensional maps showing, on top of
the grain shape and orientation, how phase and magnetic domains are arranged
in the sample.
An extension of the described ToF 3DND approach is to combine the
information from a transmission detector with data from diffraction detectors.
If both data sets are available, the grain orientations can be determined from
the diffraction data and used to select the transmission data frames containing
the associated extinction spots. In this way, it should be possible to
reconstruct small grains that are difficult to observe using the transmission
detector alone. Therefore, by including both transmission and diffraction data,
ToF 3DND has the potential to reconstruct grain maps for samples made of
thousands of grains. This approach will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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1 Shape comparison procedure
At a given projection, once the extinction spots are segmented it is necessary
to find out which spots belong to the same grain. To do so, a criterion was
developed to measure similarity between different spots. The approach,
illustrated in Fig. S1, employs the morphological operations of erosion and
dilation [29]. In a binary image, dilation adds pixels to the boundaries of
shapes, while erosion removes pixels on shape boundaries. To compare two
spots A and B (A being the one with the larger area), we superimposed their
centers of mass and measured the angular distribution of the pixels of B that
are inside the eroded perimeter of A, and of the pixels of A that are outside the
dilated perimeter of B. If the angular regions where the spots differ are smaller
than the chosen thresholds, the spots are considered similar and thus relative
to the same grain.
2 Curves fitting the extinction spots
distribution
The crystallographic orientation of a given grain can be calculated (non
uniquely, see Sec. U and CUC below) by fitting the distribution of the relative
combined extinction spots in the ωλ-space, where ω is the sample rotation
angle and λ the wavelength relative to a combined extinction spot. As a
starting point, let us consider Bragg’s law
λ = 2d sin θ (16)
and the diffraction equation in the form used by Poulsen et al. [25]
G =
d
2pi
ΩUBh (17)
where |G| = 1, d = λ/2pi is the spacing between the lattice planes, Ω is the
left-handed rotation matrix around the z-axis by an angle ω, U is the
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Figure S1. Criterion developed to measure how similar two extinction spots
are. The procedure is used to check whether two extinction spots, registered at
the same sample rotation angle, belong to the same grain. (a) Perimeter of the
two extinction spots A (in blue) and B (in red) (area(A)>area(B)), translated
such that they have the same centre of mass. (b) Selection of the regions used
to measure how similar the two shapes are: portions of eroded B outside A (in
blue), and portions of A outside dilated B (in red). (c) Angular distribution of
the located regions. Considering the angular range over which the two types of
portions are distributed, the developed algorithm decides whether two extinction
spots are similar or not.
orientation matrix and B is the matrix which maps the hkl lattice, h =
(
h
k
l
)
,
into reciprocal space. Eq. (17) can be rewritten as
G =
λ
4pi
ΩUBh (18)
Following the geometry sketched in Fig. 1, G can be expressed [33] as a
function of the angles 2θ and η
G =
1
2
 cos 2θ − 1− sin 2θ sin η
sin 2θ sin η
 (19)
Considering the first component of G and using Bragg’s law, from Eq. (19)
one has
G1 = − sin2 θ = − λ
2
4d2
(20)
hence from Eq. (18)
− λ
2
4d2
=
λ
4pi
(ΩUBh)1 (21)
Writing λ as a function of ω and introducing the vector v = Bh, one obtains
the fundamental equation used to fit the point distribution in the ωλ-space
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λ(ω) = −d
2
pi
(ΩUBh)1 = −d
2
pi
(ΩUv)1 (22)
Renormalizing the scattering vector to |G| = λ
2d
and considering the absolute
value of Eq. (18) leads to the expression |G| = λ
2d
= λ
4pi
|Bh|. Using this
relation and developing all terms, Eq. (22) becomes
λ(ω) = − 4pi|Bh|2
[
(u11v1 + u12v2 + u13v3) cosω+
+(u21v1 + u22v2 + u23v3) sinω
] (23)
For a given reflection, corresponding to a given hkl family, the coefficients
A = u11v1 + u12v2 + u13v3 and B = u21v1 + u22v2 + u23v3 have constant value,
leading to the concise expression
λ(ω) = − 4pi|Bh|2 (A cosω +B sinω) (24)
with the functions of ω being the only variables on the right-hand side.
3 Grain indexing procedure
This is the recipe followed to index (non uniquely, see Sec. U and CUC below)
a grain:
1. Scan the Rodrigues space for possible orientations [19]. For a cubic
system, all orientations can be considered by sampling the points of the
fundamental zone, a truncated cube with size 2 · (√2− 1), whose corners
are truncated by planes corresponding to rotations around (111) axes at
a distance of tan(pi/6) from the origin [11,15]. For each considered point
(corresponding to an orientation), calculate the corresponding λ(ω)
curves using Eq. (24).
2. For each orientation, measure the distance of the fitting curves from the
experimental values:
(a) For each curve, measure the vertical distance from it (di) of the
points located in a band around it (see Fig. S2).
(b) Considering all the different λ(ω) curves, calculate D =
∑
i di.
3. Select the orientation whose λ(ω) curves return the minimum D.
4. Refine the selected orientation value by sampling, using a small grid, a
region of the Rodrigues space built around the corresponding orientation
vector.
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Figure S2. Details of the indexing procedure. The orientation of the grains
is calculated using a forward model, sampling a region of the Rodrigues space,
where orientations are represented as points, and selecting the orientation best
fitting the point distribution in the ωλ-space (see Fig. 5), where ω is the sample
rotation angle and λ is the center of the wavelength interval where an extinction
spot is recorded. (a) For a cubic system, all orientations can be considered
by sampling the points of the fundamental zone, a truncated cube with size
2 · (√2− 1), whose corners are truncated by planes corresponding to rotations
around (111) axes at a distance of tan(pi/6) from the origin [11, 15]. (b) To
calculate the distance of a curve from the experimental values, the sum of the
vertical distances di is considered.
For the Fe and the Co-Ni-Ga sample, grains are indexed considering the hkl
families 110, 200 and 211. The forward model is applied to values with λ > 2A˚:
at lower wavelengths, the point distribution is more dense and harder to fit
(see Fig. 5).
4 U and CUC
For a given grain, fitting the distribution of its combined extinction spots using
the forward model described in 3 does not uniquely determine its orientation.
The ambiguity is derived in the following.
To be a proper rotation matrix, U must satisfy the condition det(U) = 1, with
det(U) = u11(u22u33 − u23u32) + u22(u11u33 − u13u31) + u33(u11u22 − u12u21)
(25)
Considering the inversion v3 → −v3, a change of sign of v3 in Eq. (23) results
in the following changes:
1. u13 → −u13 and u23 → −u23, to conserve Eq. (23).
2. u31 → −u31 and u32 → −u32, to conserve Eq. (25).
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In other words, changing the sign of v3 results in the following changes of sign
for the elements of the orientation matrix U
Uv3 =
 + + ++ + +
+ + +
→ U−v3 =
 + + −+ + −
− − +
 (26)
The two orientation matrices, Uv3 and U−v3 , and the relative Rodrigues
vectors, rv3 =
(
r1
r2
r3
)
and r−v3 =
( −r1−r2
r3
)
, are related by the expressions
U−v3 = CUv3C
−1 (27)
r−v3 = Crv3 (28)
with
C =
 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 1
 (29)
C = C−1 (30)
Consequently, based on transmission data alone the sign of the component of
G, v3, parallel to the z-rotation axis cannot be determined. In other words,
flipping the direction of all the diffracted neutrons along the z-axis (from
upwards to downwards and vice versa) will result in the same distribution in
the ωλ-plane. This ambiguity can be resolved by either locating a diffraction
spot, whose position uniquely determines v3, or by introducing a second
rotation axis perpendicular to the z-axis as part of the data acquisition
procedure.
5 Grain maps of the Co-Ni-Ga sample
The algorithms developed to reconstruct, from the transmission data, the 3D
shape of the grains and their orientation were validated by considering a
Co-Ni-Ga sample, made of two single-crystal cubes, 4 mm in side. Fig. S3
shows two grain maps of the Co-Ni-Ga sample, obtained using ToF 3DND and
EBSD.
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